Yellow Bird ......melody

G  |  G  |  D7  |  G

Yell - ow bird high up in ba-na - na tree
Yell - ow bird you sit all a-lone like me

C  |  G  |  D7  |  G

did your la- dy friend leave the nest a- gain that is ve - ry bad make me feel so sad

C  |  G  |  D7  |  G

you can fly a-way in the sky a-way you more luck-y than me

G  |  C  |  D7  |  G

I wish that I was a.........yellow bird. I’d fly a-way with you

G  |  C  |  D7  |  G

But I am not a yellow bird so here I sit ......................nothing left to.....

G

To beginning

do...........
Yellow Bird........harmony

G | D7 | G

Yell - ow bird high up in ba-na-na tree
Yell - ow bird you sit all a-lone like me

C | G | D7 | G

did your la-dy friend leave the nest a-gain that is ve-ry bad make me feel so sad

C | G | D7 | G

you can fly a-way in the sky a-way you more luck-y than me

G | C | D7 | G

I wish that I was a...........yellow bird. I’d fly a-way with you

G | C | D7 | G

But I am not a yellow bird so here I sit ..................nothing left to......

G

To beginning

do............